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CLEANING AND ANNUAL MAINTENANCE

ELECTRIC SHOCK & EXPLOSION HAZARD

Disconnect electrical power and gas supply before
servicing.
Failure to do so may result in death or serious injury.

This heater must be cleaned and serviced annually by a qualified contractor before the start of each heating
season and at any time excessive accumulation of dust and dirt is observed. Maximum heating efficiency and
clean combustion will be maintained by keeping the heater clean.
The contractor shall check the following during periodic maintenance.
•

Clearances to combustibles: Check that clearances are being maintained. Make sure there are no flammable
objects, liquids or vapors near the heater. See also Section 4.0).

•

Reflectors: Reflectors should be kept clean, at a minimum blow off the reflectors. (Dirty reflectors will reduce
heat output).

•

Heat exchanger tubes: Inspect the heat exchanger tubes to make sure they are not cracked, sagging or
showing signs of fatigue.

•

Combustion air intake: Disconnect combustion air intake from the burner box and inspect internally using a
flashlight to make sure no foreign material has collected in the tubes and that there is no obstruction around
the air intake openings. Clean any foreign materials. Inspect any joints to make sure they are completely
sealed. See also Section 15.0).

•

Venting System: Disconnect vent pipe and inspect internally using a flashlight to make sure no foreign
material has collected in the pipes. Check the external vent cap and make sure that there is no obstruction
around the exhaust openings. Clean any foreign materials. Inspect any joints to make sure they are
completely sealed. See also Section 14.0).

•

Gas lines: Make sure that the gas lines are not leaking. Check the gas connection to the heater for any signs
of damage, fatigue or corrosion. If there are any signs of damage to the gas connection or leaks found in the
gas piping, immediately stop using the heater until the gas pipe and connections have been repaired or
replaced. Check that the gas lines are not bearing the weight of the heater. See also Section 11.0).

•

Burner Box: In order to extend the longevity of the heater, the heat exchanger tube and the burner must be
level. Check that the burner box is level; use the turnbuckle on the burner suspension eyebolt to adjust the
level of the burner. See also Section 8.0).

•

Burner sight glass: Check that the burner sight glass is clean and that the glass is sealed against the housing
door. If there any signs of distortion, the sight glass must be replaced. See Section 18.0) for sight glass
location.

•

Blower wheel and housing: Check that the blower wheel spins freely, blow out any dust or dirt with
compressed air. See Section 18.0) for blower location.

•

Electrode condition: Visually check that the electrode gap is maintained at 1/8” and that the tips of the flame
sensor and spark electrode are free from deposits. Clean off any deposits. Check that the electrode ceramic
is free from cracks. See Section 21.1).

•

Suspension system: Check that the suspension system is holding the heater level. Make sure that the heater
is hanging securely, look for any evidence where the heater may have been hit accidentally and tighten any
loose hanging points. Check that S hooks are closed. Check that there is no evidence of wear on the chain at
the connection to the heater and at the ceiling.

•

Tube Integrity Safety System: Check that the tension of the tube integrity safety system is maintained at 11”.
Adjust tension if necessary. See Section 0.

•

Main Burner and Orifice:
Orifice: Check the Main burner and orifice; remove any dirt or debris including spider webs.
See Section 21.1).
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Yes

Troubleshooting
continued on the next
page.

Yes

Does the amber light
come on?

Yes

Is the blower on?

Check line voltage at
thermostat and line
No voltage circuit. Repair
fault.

Remove jumper, air
switch must be open
circuit first for blower
to operate.

Replace ignition
module.

Yes

Is the LED on the
ignition module
No steady ON?

No
Check NO terminal of
the air switch
connection. Replace
red light.

Replace ignition
module.

Yes

Is the LED on the
ignition module
No steady ON?

No
Air switch is stuck in
the closed position.
Replace air switch.

No

No

No
Replace ignition
module.

No
Repair connection.
Restart
troubleshooting.

Yes

Replace ignition
modules.

Yes

No
Repair connection.
Restart
troubleshooting.

Repair or replace
thermostat. Check
external wiring.

Yes

Does the system have
Repair or replace
a 24V individual
jumper check all wire
thermostat?
No terminals.

No

Is there 24V between
Check that red wire is
Is 120V at the terminal
both terminals of the
connected to TH from
block in the blower?
air switch terminal C. No
Yes thermostat connection
and ground?
Repair connection.

After 15 seconds
Are the black wires
Are the blue wires
Replace amber light.
post purge is there
to the amber light
secure in the
Restart
24V
between
V1
and
securely
on
the
gas
terminals
and
firmly
No
Yes
Yes troubleshooting.
Yes
V2 ignition module
valve terminals?
on the ignition
terminals?
module terminals?

No
Move orange wire to
NO terminal. Restart
troubleshooting.

Yes
Move black light wire
to NO terminal of the
air switch. Restart the
troubleshooting.

No

if fuse carrier is tight
and the fuse has no
continuity, replace the
fuse.

Check terminals for
continuity at
transformer. If they
are good, replace
transformer.

The TISS has broken
Is there 24V between
Replace heat
Is there 24V on the
Is there 24V between
continuity. Check the
both terminals of the
exchanger tube,
other side of the fuse
the inlet to the fuse
Yes TISS and ground?
Yes carrier?
No first tube and reflector Yes reflector and TISS.
No carrier and the
is there a hole?
ground?

Check TISS wire for
a break if it is close to
the terminal repair.
Otherwise replace
TISS wire.

No
Clean out hoses and
probes.

No
Switch hoses on the
pressure taps.

Replace air switch.
Check the probes and
Is the black tap on the
Does the LED on the
hoses to the air switch
air switch connected
ignition module flash
Yes to the upper probe? Yes are they clear and Yes
Yes once?
unobstructed?

Yes
Are air switch
Is the orange wire
Does the LED on the
terminals jumpered?
from PSW connected
ignition module flash
No once?
No to the NO terminal of Yes
the air switch?

Replace motor.

Yes

Remove any
Disconnect the power
obstructions. Repeat
and check the blower
wheel. Does it turn No start up. If motor will
not run. replace
freely?
motor.

Yes

During start up, is
there 120V between
ground and the IND
terminal on the
module?

Yes

Check terminals for
Is there 120V
continuity and repair.
between ground and
the L1 terminal on the No
module?

Yes

No
Is 120V at the terminal
block in the blower?

Does the blower
Turn on line voltage
come on?
and thermostat. Does
the red monitoring
No
light come on?
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Replace ignition
module.

No

No
Adjust terminal
connection. Restart
troubleshooting.

Yes
Check the pressure
across the air switch
during hot running is
it higher than the
minimum required?
No

Yes

No

No

No

No
Change number of
turbulators.

No

Repair or replace
flame sense
electrode.

No

Replace flame sense
wire.

No

Check the terminal on
Remove and inspect
Check flame sense
the flame sense
flame sense
wire does it have
electrode, is it tight? Yes electrode. Is it clean Yes continuity?
and the ceramic
intact?

Adjust terminal
connection. Restart
troubleshooting.

Correct grounding
problem.

Yes

Remove blockage.
Restart
troubleshooting.

Repair or replace
jumper check all wire
terminals.

Replace blower
assembly.

Yes

Contact factory for
assistance.

Replace air plate.

Contact factory for
assistance.

Yes

Check air plate
stamped part
No numbers. Are they
correct?

Yes

No
No
No
Remove blower does
Check turbulator, are
Check vent and fresh
the
wheel
turn freely?
the correct number of
air lengths, are they
lengths installed?
Yes within the maximum Yes
permissible?

Replace air switch

Clean blower wheel.
Restart
troubleshooting.

No
Replace flame sense
wire.

No
Repair or replace
flame sense
electrode.

Check the micro
Contact factory for
Remove burner
Is the heater properly
Amps at the FC-FC+
assistance.
casting and check
grounded?
terminals
of
the
Yes the orifice. Is it clean Yes
Yes
Yes
module is it greater
and free from
than 0.7µA with flame.
blockage?

Move cold air stopper
with the hinge in the
vertical position.
Restart
troubleshooting.

No

Yes
Is the cold air stopper
installed with the
hinge vertical?

Yes
Remove blockage.
Restart
troubleshooting.

Troubleshoot Ends

Adjust manifold
pressure. Restart
troubleshooting.

No

After an initial step
opening is the
manifold gas
pressure correct?

Yes

Check the gas supply
Check gas pipe
pressure with all the
sizing, regulators and
heaters on. Does it No system supply gas
stay above the
pressures.
minimum required?

Yes

No
Check the terminal on
Remove and inspect
Check flame sense
Contact factory for
the flame sense
flame sense
wire does it have
assistance.
electrode, is it tight? Yes electrode. Is it clean Yes continuity?
Yes
and the ceramic
intact?

Is a cold air stopper
Check the air intake
Remove blower is the
installed in the fresh
and vent are there
wheel free from dirt
Yes
Yes any blockages?
No and dust?
No air intake?

Correct grounding
problem.

Yes

Yes
Is the heater properly
Does LED on the
Check the micro
Replace ignition
grounded?
ignition module flash
Amps at the FC-FC+
module.
three times?
terminals
of
the
Yes
Yes
No
module is it greater
than 0.7µA with flame.

Does LED on the
Contact factory for
ignition module flash
assistance.
three times?
No

No

Does the amber light
Does LED on the
stay on until the
ignition module flash
thermostat turns off? No once?

No
Turn on the gas
valve?

Is the knob on the gas
Through the
Does the amber light
See next page for
valve turned to the
inspection window is
stay on past 10
troubleshooting
seconds?
Yes there a flame visible No sequence.
No ON position?
during start up?
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Purge the gas supply
lines.

No

Replace ignition
module.

Yes

Is the LED on the
Has all the air been
ignition module
purged from the gas
supply lines?
Yes steady on?

Troubleshooting
continued from
previous page

Adjust manifold gas
pressure.

Check the inlet
pressure to the gas
No valve. Is it between Yes
the minimum and
maximum for the gas
pressure?
No
Check electrode
spark gap. Is it 1/8?

No

Adjust spark gap
carefully. Restart
troubleshooting.

No
Adjust manifold
pressure. Restart
troubleshooting.

No
Remove blockage.
Restart
troubleshooting.

Replace electrode.

Contact factory for
assistance.

Yes

No
Turn off gas and
check for spark. Is
there a spark to the
throat of the burner
cup?

Yes
Contact factory for
assistance.

Replace flame sense
wire ignition cable. If
problems persist
contact factory for
assistance.

No

Check the terminal at
the electrode does it
arc to the burner
Yes
casting?

No
Carefully bend the
terminal away from
the burner casting.
Restart
troubleshooting.

No
Remove and re-insert
Is there are spark to
Are the terminals tight
electrode. If it still
the side of the burner
on the electrode and
Yes sparks to the side.
the ignition module? Yes cup?
Replace electrode.

Check nameplate are
the gas type, orifice
No and airplates correct
for the stated burner
specification?

Yes
Remove spark
electrode and
No
Yes inspect, is the
ceramic cracked or
loose?

Yes
Remove burner and
After an initial step
check the orifice. Is it
opening is the
manifold gas pressure Yes clean and free from
blockage?
correct?

No

Yes
Check the manifold
gas pressure during
start up. Is it zero
inches w.c?

Replace gas valve.

Tighten terminals.
Restart
troubleshooting.
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Yes

Troubleshooting
continued on the next
page.

Yes

Does the low fire
amber light come on?

Yes

Does the blower stay
on?

No

Check line voltage
circuit. Repair fault.

Replace ignition
module.

Yes

Is the LED on the
ignition module
No steady ON?

No
Check NO terminal of
the air switch
connection. Replace
red light.

No

No

No

Remove jumper, air
switch must be open
circuit first for blower
to operate.

Replace ignition
module.

Yes

Is the LED on the
ignition module
No steady ON?

No
Turn on the gas
valve?

No
Air switch is stuck in
the closed position.
Replace air switch.

Replace ignition
module.

No

Repair connection.
Restart
troubleshooting.

No

Repair connection.
Restart
troubleshooting.

No

After 15 seconds
Are the black wires
Are the blue wires
Replace amber light.
post purge is there
to the amber light
secure in the
Restart
24V
between
V1
and
securely
on
the
gas
terminals
and
firmly
No
Yes
Yes troubleshooting.
Yes
V2 ignition module
valve terminals?
on the ignition
terminals?
module terminals?

No
Move orange wire to
NO terminal. Restart
troubleshooting.

Yes
Move black light wire
to NO terminal of the
air switch. Restart the
troubleshooting.

Replace ignition
modules.

Yes

Repair or replace
thermostat. Check
external wiring.

Yes

Does the system have
Repair or replace
a 24V individual
jumper check all wire
thermostat?
No terminals.

No

Is there 24V between
Check that red wire is
Is 120V at the terminal
both terminals of the
connected to TH from
block in the blower?
air switch terminal C. No
Yes thermostat connection
and ground?
Repair connection.

Yes

The TISS has broken
Is there 24V on the
Is there 24V between
Is there 24V between
Replace heat
continuity. Check the
other side of the fuse
both terminals of the
the inlet to the fuse
exchanger tube,
Yes TISS and ground?
Yes carrier?
No first tube and reflector Yes reflector and TISS.
No carrier and the
is there a hole?
ground?

Check TISS wire for
a break if it is close to
the terminal repair.
Otherwise replace
TISS wire.

if fuse carrier is tight
and the fuse has no
continuity, replace the
fuse.

No
Clean out hoses and
probes.

Check terminals for
continuity at
transformer. If they
are good, replace
transformer.

No
Switch hoses on the
pressure taps.

Replace air switch.
Check the probes and
Is the black tap on the
Does the LED on the
hoses to the air switch
air switch connected
ignition module flash
Yes to the upper probe? Yes are they clear and Yes
Yes once?
unobstructed?

Yes
Does the LED on the
Are air switch
Is the orange wire
Is the knob on the gas
ignition module flash
terminals jumpered?
from PSW connected
valve turned to the
Yes once?
No ON position?
No to the NO terminal of Yes
the air switch?

Replace motor.

Yes

Disconnect the power
Remove any
and check the blower
obstructions. Repeat
wheel. Does it turn No start up. If motor will
freely?
not run. replace
motor.

Yes

During start up, is
there 120V between
ground and the IND
terminal on the
module?

Yes

Is there 120V
Check terminals for
between ground and
continuity and repair.
the L1 terminal on the No
module?

Yes

Does the blower
Turn on line voltage
come on?
and adjust thermostat
to the highest setting. No
Does the red
monitoring light come
on?
No
Is 120V at the terminal
block in the blower?
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Troubleshooting
continued on the next
page.

Repair terminal
connections.

No

Check terminal
connections to the
gas valve, are they
tight?

Repair terminal
connections. Restart
troubleshooting.

No

No
Turn on the gas
valve?

No
Check external
thermostat wiring and
thermostat set point.

No
Correct grounding
problem.

No

Adjust terminal
connection. Restart
troubleshooting.

No

Repair or replace
flame sense
electrode.

No

No
Repair terminal
connections. Restart
troubleshooting.

No
Switch terminal
connections. Red wire
LO should be
connected to ignition
module W (TH)
terminal.

No
Repair connection.
Restart
troubleshooting.

Replace flame sense
wire.

No

Contact factory for
Check flame sense
Remove and inspect
Check the terminal on
assistance.
wire does it have
flame sense
the flame sense
electrode, is it tight? Yes electrode. Is it clean Yes continuity?
Yes
and the ceramic
intact?

Is there 24V at the HI
Check terminal
Are the black wires
Replace amber light.
terminal on the gas
connections, is the
to the amber light
Restart
yellow wire
Yes securely on the gas Yes troubleshooting.
Yes valve?
connected to the high
valve terminals?
fire terminal?

Replace ignition
module.

No

Yes
Check the micro
Does LED on the
Is the heater properly
Replace ignition
Amps at the FC-FC+
ignition module flash
grounded?
module.
three times?
Yes
Yes
Yes terminals of the
module is it greater
than 0.7µA with flame.

Repair connection.
Restart
troubleshooting.

No

Is there 24V at the HI
Are the black wires
Replace amber light.
terminal on the gas
to the amber light
Restart
Yes securely on the gas Yes troubleshooting.
Yes valve?
valve terminals?

See next page for
Is the knob on the gas
Through the
troubleshooting
valve turned to the
inspection window is
ON
position?
there
a
flame
visible
Yes
No
No sequence.
during start up?

Check the red wires
C should be
connected to the TISS
and LO connected to
W (TH) module
terminal.

No

No
Remove red wire
Check external
from the Low fire
thermostat wiring and
terminal, is there 24V Yes thermostat set point.
at the center C
terminal?

Is the there 24V
between the
No thermostat terminal Yes
block high fire contact
and ground (yellow
wire)?

Yes
With the thermostat
Is there 24V between
set to low fire only
the thermostat
does the low fire
No terminal block low fire Yes
amber light come on
contact and ground?
after 15 seconds?

Yes
Does the low fire
amber light stay on
past 10 seconds?

Does the high fire
amber light come on?
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No

No

No

Purge the gas supply
lines.

No
Replace ignition
module.

Yes

Is the LED on the
Has all the air been
ignition module
purged from the gas
supply lines?
Yes steady on?

Troubleshooting
continued from
previous page

Adjust manifold gas
pressure.

Check the inlet
pressure to the gas
No valve. Is it between Yes
the minimum and
maximum for the gas
pressure?
No

Yes

Check electrode
spark gap. Is it 1/8?

No
Adjust manifold
pressure. Restart
troubleshooting.

No
Remove blockage.
Restart
troubleshooting.

Contact factory for
assistance.

Replace blower
assembly.

Yes

Yes

Contact factory for
assistance.

Contact factory for
assistance.

Yes

Check air plate
stamped part
numbers. Are they
correct?

No

Replace air plate.

Yes

No
Turn off gas and
check for spark. Is
there a spark to the
throat of the burner
cup?

Yes
Contact factory for
assistance.

Replace flame sense
wire ignition cable. If
problems persist
contact factory for
assistance.

No

Check the terminal at
the electrode does it
arc to the burner
Yes
casting?

No
Carefully bend the
terminal away from
the burner casting.
Restart
troubleshooting.

No
Remove and re-insert
Is there are spark to
Are the terminals tight
electrode. If it still
the side of the burner
on the electrode and
Yes sparks to the side.
the ignition module? Yes cup?
Replace electrode.

Tighten terminals.
Restart
troubleshooting.

Check nameplate are
the gas type, orifice
No and airplates correct
for the stated burner
specification?

Yes
Remove spark
electrode and
No
Yes inspect, is the
ceramic cracked or
loose?

Remove burner and
After an initial step
check the orifice. Is it
opening is the
manifold gas pressure Yes clean and free from
blockage?
correct?

No

Yes
Check the manifold
gas pressure during
start up. Is it zero
inches w.c?

No

Replace electrode.

Adjust spark gap
carefully. Restart
troubleshooting.

No
Repair or replace
flame sense
electrode.

No

Replace gas valve.

No

Replace flame sense
wire.

Check the terminal on
Remove and inspect
Check flame sense
the flame sense
flame sense
wire does it have
electrode, is it tight? Yes electrode. Is it clean Yes continuity?
and the ceramic
intact?

Adjust terminal
connection. Restart
troubleshooting.

Correct grounding
problem.

Yes

Remove blockage.
Restart
troubleshooting.

No

Check the micro
Contact factory for
Is the heater properly
Remove burner
Amps at the FC-FC+
assistance.
grounded?
casting and check
Yes the orifice. Is it clean Yes
Yes
Yes terminals of the
module is it greater
and free from
than 0.7µA with flame.
blockage?

Change number of
turbulators.

Troubleshoot Ends

Adjust manifold
pressure. Restart
troubleshooting.

No

After an initial step
opening is the
manifold gas
pressure correct?

Yes
Remove blockage.
Restart
troubleshooting.

Repair or replace
jumper check all wire
terminals.

No
No
No
Remove blower does
Check turbulator, are
Check vent and fresh
the wheel turn freely?
the correct number of
air lengths, are they
lengths installed?
Yes within the maximum Yes
permissible?

Yes
Check the pressure
across the air switch
during hot running is
it higher than the
minimum required?

No
Check the air intake
Remove blower is the
and vent are there
wheel free from dirt
Yes
Yes any blockages?
No and dust?

Check the gas supply
Check gas pipe
pressure with all the
sizing, regulators and
heaters on. Does it No system supply gas
stay above the
pressures.
minimum required?

Yes

Does LED on the
Contact factory for
ignition module flash
assistance.
three times?
No

No

Does the amber light
Does LED on the
stay on until the
ignition module flash
thermostat turns off? No once?

Replace air switch

Clean blower wheel.
Restart
troubleshooting.
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